STATE BOARD OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING
TELANGANA :: HYDERABAD.

FROM
Dr.C.Srinath
M.Tech, Ph.D., M.B.A.,LL.M.,
Secretary,
State Board of Technical Education and Training, S.V. Bhavan,
Masab Tank, Hyderabad-500028

TO
The Principal/Chief Superintendent of all Govt./Aided/Pvt./IIInd shift Engineering Colleges where diploma courses are offered in Polytechnics in the Telangana State.

Sir,

Sub: S.B.T.E & T-Post Examinations-I –Digital Valuation of answer scripts-Board Diploma Regular & Supplementary Examinations-Mapping of C09/C14/C16/C16S/ER91 Schemes Subjects to the teaching staff- Certain Instructions-Issued- Regarding.

Ref: 1) This office Notification No.SBTET/EE-2/DE-2/16/2019-EE-2, Dated: 06.06.2020.


******

With reference to the subject & references cited above, it is to inform that most of the C09 and C14 Subjects have been tantalized/Mapped to C16/C16S subjects by the subject experts. Accordingly C09 & C14 candidates will be appearing for the mapped subjects in the schemes C16/C16S as the case may be. However, few of the subjects of C09 & C14 have not been mapped to the subjects in C16/C16S due to mismatch of syllabus.

In this connection, all the Principals are requested instruct the concerned Head of sections to complete the subject mapping to the concerned teaching staff of the respective branch through “osdes.sbtet.telangana.gov.in” portal in Principal’s login for all the subjects of C09/C14/C16/C16S schemes.
Further, the Mapping of subjects is the responsibility of the Individual under the supervision of the HOD and Principal. Accordingly, the Principals and HOD’s are requested to monitor the same and ensure that no subject is left unmapped in any branch in any semester/yearof the respective Institution for smooth Digital Valuation process.

Hence, all the Principals of Govt./Aided/Private/2\textsuperscript{nd} shift Engineering Colleges where diploma courses are offered Polytechnics in the Telangana State are requested to take necessary action in this regard and accordingly submit the compliance report to the Secretary, SBTET through email to dspostexams.sbtetts@gmail.com on or before 07.08.2020 positively.

Further, you are requested to contact OSDES technical support numbers 9346002003 and 8074335269 for any technical assistance in this regard.

You are requested to acknowledge the receipt of this letter.

(This has the approval of the Chairman, SBTET)

Yours faithfully,
Signature valid
Digitally signed by Dr C
SRINATH
Date: 2020.07.30 11:24:28
IST
Reason: Approved

Copy to M/s Magnetic Infotech PVT LTD, Hyderabad for information and necessary action.